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South Florida’s newest publisher, Benton Buckley Books,  
announces its vision for creating bold, artful collections

Palm Beach, October 2015 – When publishing veteran Beth Buckley launched her company and imprint Benton 

Buckley Books earlier this year, with clever input from her daughter, the mantra “be bold” set the course of 

this exciting adventure. Also the company’s tagline, the sentiment reflects the principal publisher’s unwavering 

commitment to produce the highest quality products, achieve her own aesthetic, and realize the dreams of 

those whose creativity she publishes. Like a museum curator, and drawing on her experience in and passion for 

the art world, Beth brings together the best of a genre and presents it in a timelessly beautiful format. The art 

always comes first. Benton Buckley Books’ publications are more than mere collections of great photography 

and top talent—they represent the artful contributions of many and they inspire even more.

Beth is honored to have Sheri Lazenby by her side in this journey. Now serving as Benton Buckley Books’ 

associate publisher, Sheri shares Beth’s passion for high-end publishing and the two have collaborated for more 

than 15 years.

The first to launch under the new imprint is a fun, romantic coffee-table book that explores the possibilities and 

presents the artistry of some of the top wedding professionals in Florida, the country’s leading destination for 

weddings. I Do: Destination Florida, No Passport Required will be released spring 2016. Also in production is a 

cookbook by Nichole Campo entitled Secrets of My Food Affair: A Gluten-free Romance. 

About the Principal Publisher: Beth Buckley has been in publishing for more than 25 years. As a director of 

design and development for other high-end publishers, Beth conceptualized, designed, and curated dozens 

of titles in myriad subjects, including interior design, architecture, celebrity event design, wineries, travel, and 

hospitality.

About Benton Buckley Books: Benton Buckley Books’ publications are carefully developed and personally 

curated by principal publisher Beth Buckley to feature the most engaging content. Benton Buckley Books 

produces bold books, quirky books, edgy books, big books, small books, eBooks, and tangible books. Each 

printed edition is meticulously produced using the best methodologies and materials. The publisher’s inaugural 

title, I Do, is represented by Chicago-based Independent Publishers Group.
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